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ABSTRACT

The spatial patterns of subtropical marine stratocumulus cloud fraction variability on diurnal time scales are examined using high-temporal-resolution cloud masks that are based on 30-min, 4 km × 4 km geosynchronous infrared data for 2003–10. This dataset permits comparison of the characteristics of variability in low cloud fraction among the three subtropical marine stratocumulus regions in the northeastern (NE) Pacific, southeastern (SE) Pacific, and SE Atlantic Oceans. In all three regions, the largest diurnal cycles and earliest time of cloud breakup occur on the edges of the cloud field where cloud fractions are generally lower. The rate at which the cloud breaks up during the day is tied to the starting cloud fraction at dawn, which determines the amount of longwave cooling that is initially available to offset shortwave radiative fluxes during the day. The maximum rate of cloud breakup occurs near 1200 LT. Cloud fraction begins to increase by 1600 LT (before the sun sets) and reaches its maximum value just before dawn. The diurnal-cycle characteristics of the SE Pacific and SE Atlantic marine stratocumulus cloud decks are more similar to each other than to those in the NE Pacific. The NE Pacific cloud deck has a smaller-amplitude diurnal cycle, slower rates of cloud breakup during the day for a given cloud fraction at dawn, and a higher probability of cloud breakup overnight.

1. Introduction

The temporal and spatial variability of subtropical marine stratocumulus cloud fraction is in large part driven by diurnal variations in the strength and depth of turbulent mixing, which in turn are forced by changes in radiative flux divergence at cloud top (James 1959; Lilly 1968; Nicholls 1984; Betts 1990; Turton and Nicholls 1987; Duynkerke 1989; Caldwell et al. 2005; Burleyson et al. 2013). Studies of the joint interactions among cloud fraction, turbulent mixing, and radiative flux divergence have been hampered by the lack of high-temporal/spatial-resolution satellite cloud products. Several of the processes hypothesized to be important in modulating stratocumulus can vary across time scales of a few hours (e.g., Allen et al. 2013; Burleyson et al. 2013; Wilbanks et al. 2014, manuscript submitted to Mon. Wea. Rev.). Observational datasets with subhourly update times are thus critical to resolving the complete temporal range of cloudiness variability.

The International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP; Rossow and Schiffer 1991) and the Climatic Atlas of Clouds Over Land and Ocean (Hahn and Warren 2007) provide useful avenues for exploring subtropical marine stratocumulus cloudiness variability on multiday-or-longer time scales. ISCCP data provide information on average cloud fractions over several hundred kilometers on time scales as small as 3 h and as large as seasonal means. The Climatic Atlas of Clouds Over Land and Ocean database provides mean cloud fraction over areas on the scale of 5° × 5°. These data products are widely used and can effectively capture gross features of the seasonal and diurnal cycles of subtropical marine stratocumulus clouds as well as long-term trends in cloudiness. The four-times-daily cloud fraction
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estimates from the sun-synchronous Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS; Platnick et al. 2003) sensors aboard the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Aqua and Terra satellites have high spatial resolution but can only crudely address rates of change of cloudiness at subdiurnal time scales. Subtropical marine stratocumulus clouds are relatively simple in comparison with multilayered cloud fields in the tropics and midlatitudes. For the most part, stratocumulus cloud-top temperatures and the underlying sea surface temperatures (SSTs) have gradual spatial and temporal variations (Zuidema et al. 2009; de Szoeke et al. 2012). In addition, large portions of the subtropical marine stratocumulus regions experience partial cloud breakup during the day. These combined properties often create a bimodal distribution of infrared (IR) brightness temperatures (hereinafter Tb) corresponding to clear-sky (ocean) and cloudy pixels. We use an adaptive empirical monospectral threshold method applied to 11.5-μm IR Tb measurements to determine cloud fraction on the basis of geosynchronous IR data with a pixel resolution of 4 km × 4 km. For the purposes of this paper, we define cloud as optically thick and spatially continuous. The unique aspect of this analysis is the application of this technique to a 30-min-temporal-resolution IR Tb dataset. The cloud masks derived from this dataset allow us to perform a detailed analysis of cloud fraction variability at 30-min increments across the diurnal cycle and to replicate the analysis in each of the three main subtropical marine stratocumulus decks in the northeastern (NE) Pacific, southeastern (SE) Pacific, and SE Atlantic Oceans.

Section 2 describes the parameters of the IR Tb dataset. In section 3, we outline our method for converting the IR Tb measurements into cloud masks. We discuss multiple ways in which we evaluate the fidelity of the new product by qualitatively and quantitatively comparing the IR-based cloud masks with other datasets on a variety of spatial and temporal scales. We document the patterns associated with the diurnal cycle of cloud fraction in each of the subtropical marine stratocumulus regions in section 4. We show that the diurnal cycle within each region and season unfolds in a regular manner and that the rate of cloud breakup during the day is strongly dependent on both shortwave (SW) radiative fluxes and local cloud fraction at dawn. We close in section 5 by summarizing our findings.

2. Data

Our primary dataset is version 1 of the 30-min-temporal-resolution, 4-km Global IR Dataset, a NASA Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission ancillary dataset from the Climate Prediction Center, National Centers for Environmental Prediction, and National Weather Service (Janowiak et al. 2001; see online at http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/global_precip/html/README). This global IR product (hereinafter merged-IR) combines data from multiple geostationary satellites [Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites (GOES), Meteosat satellites, and Geostationary Meteorological Satellites] into a spatially complete field of IR Tb from 60°S to 60°N. GOES-East and GOES-West (4-km nadir IR resolution) provide coverage of the stratocumulus regions in the Pacific, while Meteosat-7 (3-km nadir IR resolution) was the primary satellite covering the SE Atlantic basin (Janowiak et al. 2001, their Fig. 1). The merged-IR product maps all satellite pixels to a common 4 km × 4 km grid (Janowiak et al. 2001). We use merged-IR data from 2003 to 2010 in this analysis.

Intercalibration among satellites was not performed in the version of the merged-IR product we used (version 1). The calibration offsets are likely an order of magnitude smaller than the viewing-angle-dependence effect (Joyce and Arkin 1997). In addition, our adaptive method, described below, utilizes the shape of the IR Tb distribution for each region and is therefore less sensitive to calibration errors than is an approach that uses absolute thresholds.

The merged-IR product includes an empirical zenith-angle correction to provide a consistent measurement across the full field of view (Wark et al. 1962; Joyce and Arkin 1997; Janowiak et al. 2001). The zenith-angle correction also reduces the spatial discontinuities at the boundaries between the fields of view of neighboring satellites. There are a few geographic locations at which the zenith-angle correction appears to have been applied incorrectly, however, yielding nonphysical arcs in the IR Tb field. An example of these nonphysical arcs in the NE Pacific is shown within the teal box in Fig. 1. There is degraded data quality in areas where the zenith-angle correction is apparently not performing well, which leads to uncorrectable errors in our cloud-identification algorithm and an erroneous estimation of cloud fraction. The area in the NE Pacific is the only obvious example of consistently poor data quality that is within or directly adjacent to the stratocumulus cloud deck in any of the three subtropical marine stratocumulus regions that we examined. Data from this area are removed from our analysis (sections 3 and 4). In addition, there are data artifacts in the form of subtle vertical striping outside of our quantitative-analysis regions in the SE Pacific and SE Atlantic (section 4).

As part of the evaluation of our cloud-identification algorithm, we use level-2 MODIS “MOD06_L2” (Terra
satellite) and “MYD06_12” (Aqua satellite) cloud products from Collection 5 (King et al. 2003; Platnick et al. 2003), including the MODIS Cloud_Fraction field (http://modis-atmos.gsfc.nasa.gov/MOD06_L2/format.html). The MODIS Cloud_Fraction provides fractional cloudiness at 5 km x 5 km spatial resolution. The MODIS instrument measures several visible-band radiances at 250- and 500-m nadir spatial resolution and other visible radiances and IR Tb at 1-km nadir spatial resolution (Ackerman et al. 1998). Hence, the MODIS 1-km cloud mask, which is used to compute MODIS cloud fraction at 5 km x 5 km, is based in part on information at 250-m nadir spatial resolution during the day and is limited to information at 1-km nadir spatial resolution at night (Frey et al. 2008). Combining data from the Aqua and Terra sun-synchronous satellites yields four MODIS overpasses per day at approximately 0130, 1030, 1330, and 2230 LT (King et al. 2003; Platnick et al. 2003). We use MODIS data from September 2002 through August 2011. In addition, we also compare examples of our cloud mask at 4 km x 4 km resolution with GOES visible data at 1 km x 1 km resolution in the SE Pacific. SST measurements are from the Remote Sensing Systems’ optimally interpolated daily SST product (Reynolds and Smith 1994).

3. IR-based cloud-identification method

ISCCP was the first to produce an operational global cloud product from multiple satellites (Rossow and Schiffer 1991). ISCCP used both visible and IR data during the day and IR data at night. We use only IR data in this analysis because they provide a consistent measurement across the diurnal cycle. Use of IR data at night and a combination of IR and visible data during the day will yield a product that is more sensitive to thin clouds during the day (Holz et al. 2008; R. Frey 2014, personal communication) and hence is not uniform across the diurnal cycle. Because our focus is on the relative diurnal variability of stratocumulus clouds, it is important to have a consistent measurement at all times of day. Whereas the ISCCP IR threshold method uses IR data degraded to 30-km spatial resolution, we use 4-km spatial resolution. Unlike ISCCP, we do not utilize a radiative transfer calculation to determine clear-sky IR Tb. Rather, we exploit the simplicity of the low-cloud and ocean field in subtropical marine stratocumulus regions and use the shape characteristics of the IR Tb frequency distribution to determine the threshold temperature for cloud identification. Our algorithm is designed to work only in subtropical marine stratocumulus regions.

a. Description of cloud-identification method

Cloud-top temperatures and SSTs in the subtropical stratocumulus regions each vary slowly in both space and time (Zuidema et al. 2009; de Szoeke et al. 2012). In these regions, the accumulated frequency distributions of IR Tb over several weeks or over a large area often have a bimodal structure, with the two modes corresponding to low cloud and ocean (Fig. 2a). The bimodal structure associated with ocean and cloud emissions was noted by Saunders and Kriebel (1988, their Fig. 1). When cloud fractions remain either high or low, IR Tb distributions are unimodal such that only the lower or higher temperature cloud or ocean mode is present.
In this study, the IR Tb distributions are accumulated over a moving 4-week window centered on a given day. The distributions are spatially aggregated in each $3^\circ 	imes 3^\circ$ box (approximately 6800 pixels, with pixels at 4 km $\times$ 4 km resolution) that covers the subtropical marine stratocumulus regions (thin black boxes in Fig. 3). Our method finds the temperature in the daytime IR Tb distribution that most likely separates the cloud and ocean portions of the distribution and uses that value as the threshold temperature for both day and night. The daytime distributions are used because cloud fraction is usually minimized during the day (Turton and Nicholls 1987; Betts 1990; de Szoeke et al. 2012), creating a more evident SST mode. Implicit in the use of daytime scenes to identify a separation temperature (ST) for the entire day is the assumption that SSTs do not vary significantly (more than 1–2 K) across the diurnal cycle (de Szoeke et al. 2010; Painemal et al. 2010).

The derivative of the curve defined by the daytime IR Tb frequency distribution is used to find the candidate separation temperature. In the case of strongly bimodal distributions, the candidate ST is where the derivative goes to zero, that is, the local minimum between the two modes (Fig. 2a). The underlying premise is that the minimum frequency between the two modes corresponds to the temperature that is least likely to be in either the cloudy or cloud-free mode and thus is most likely to separate the two. The daytime IR Tb distributions within our $3^\circ 	imes 3^\circ$ boxes are strongly bimodal 68% of the time in the NE Pacific, 80% of the time in the SE Pacific, and 72% of the time in the SE Atlantic.

For unimodal or weakly bimodal daytime IR Tb distributions, the candidate separation temperature is defined where the derivative is closest to zero and either warmer than the lower temperature mode in high cloud fraction regions or colder than the higher temperature mode in low cloud fraction regions. This candidate ST is chosen in an attempt to objectively isolate the single mode that is present. Our algorithm requires that the identified mode have an amplitude of greater than 10%. When this condition is not met, or if the candidate ST is more than 15 K from the temperature at the peak of the single mode, the method returns a missing value (about 5%–10% of the time).

In the next step, the time series of daily candidate separation temperatures for a given box is filtered to remove outliers (data points in which the ST for a single day differs from the running 2-week mean value by more than 2 K) and is then interpolated in time to fill in gaps for which a candidate ST was not found (Fig. 4). The interpolated time series for each $3^\circ 	imes 3^\circ$ box is then used to create an ST map for every day. We use spatial interpolation among boxes to reduce horizontal discontinuities in the ST for adjacent boxes. This procedure yields a final ST map that is smoothly varying in both space and time. The resulting maps of the ST have

![Fig. 2](image-url) Two examples of the accumulated Tb distributions in $3^\circ 	imes 3^\circ$ boxes over the SE Pacific. (a) An example of a region well offshore where the cloud fractions are lower and the distributions of daytime temperatures (magenta lines) are more bimodal. (b) In contrast, these distributions come from an area closer to the coast where cloud fractions remain high even during the day, resulting in a mostly unimodal distribution of Tb. The black line in each panel indicates the likely separation temperature between the cloudy and cloud-free modes.

![Fig. 3](image-url) Black dashed lines outline the $3^\circ 	imes 3^\circ$ boxes where the distributions of IR Tb were aggregated to create the merged-IR cloud masks. Blue boxes indicate the areas where low cloud fraction was calculated in the quantitative sections of our analysis, and the green box in each region is the $10^\circ 	imes 10^\circ$ region where areal cloud fractions were calculated for Figs. 19 and 20, described below. Boxes are shown for the (a) NE Pacific, (b) SE Pacific, and (c) SE Atlantic.
a spatial structure that is similar to that of SST maps for each day, and the time series of ST (e.g., Fig. 4) has a seasonal phase and amplitude that are similar to those the SST seasonal cycle (not shown). Once we have an ST map for every day, we can create a cloud mask at 4 km × 4 km spatial resolution for all 30-min scenes during each day by identifying pixels with an IR Tb that is colder (cloud) and warmer (ocean) than the ST.

An example cloud mask is shown in Fig. 5 relative to a GOES visible albedo image from the SE Pacific at 1600 UTC 11 October 2008. From a regional perspective (Figs. 5a,c,e), our product captures the broad-scale features of the stratocumulus cloud deck, including the east–west decrease in cloudiness and the reduction in cloud fraction along the Peruvian coastline. We can compare finer-scale details of the cloud deck in an 8.5° × 8.5° region (Figs. 5b,d,f). Our method picks up on the high cloud fraction characteristics of the closed-cellular regions in the southeast and northeast corners of the region as well as many of the intricate cloud edges within the open-cellular region in the center of the frame. Our cloud mask does not capture some of the very finescale features like the slight reduction in cloudiness between adjacent cells in the closed-cell regions. Detailed examination of the IR Tb maps (Figs. 5a,b) and the GOES visible albedo maps (Figs. 5e,f) suggests that these subtle differences are not an erroneous identification of clouds; they are instead the result of discrepancies in the native resolution of the merged-IR data (4 km × 4 km) and the GOES visible albedo data (1 km × 1 km). Additional examples of cloud mask and GOES comparisons are included in the online supplemental material.

The separation-temperature method described above distinguishes clouds from ocean and yields a total cloud mask. We evaluate the total cloud mask obtained using our method against MODIS total cloud fractions in section 3b. Mixed-phase and ice clouds are occasionally present above the liquid-phase marine stratocumulus (e.g., Wood et al. 2011b, their Figs. 2–4). Again, the simplicity of the cloudiness conditions allows us to use a simple threshold to distinguish low-liquid-phase stratocumulus clouds from mixed-phase and ice clouds. Clouds with IR Tb < 270 K are identified as containing ice. Clouds containing both ice and liquid hydrometeors are rarely present in subtropical marine stratocumulus regions because the strong boundary layer inversion limits upward growth of the cloud top (de Szoeke et al. 2012; Burleyson et al. 2013). Information on the annual occurrence of mixed-phase and ice clouds is used to determine an empirical geographic boundary for the subtropical marine stratocumulus regions that are the focus of this study. We define our regions of interest as having ice-containing clouds less than 35% of the year. A threshold of 35% effectively isolates the stratocumulus cloud deck from the ITCZ to the south in the NE Pacific and the midlatitude storm track in all three regions (Fig. S1 in the supplemental material). We mask out regions where MODIS cloud-top temperatures
below freezing occur more than 35% of the time and where the “smudging” in the merged-IR product described in section 2 occurs (e.g., Figs. 11 and 12, described in detail below). The sets of $3 \times 3$ boxes used in our quantitative analysis for each region (blue boxes in Fig. 3) fit within these empirically determined regions.

In addition, we want to separate low clouds from all clouds and need to address the occasional patch of mixed-phase or ice clouds. To calculate low cloud fraction within an individual $3 \times 3$ box, we use the number of $4 \text{ km} \times 4 \text{ km}$ cloudy pixels (determined from the ST methods described above) with IR $T_b > 270 \text{ K}$ and divide that by the number of pixels in the box minus any pixels with IR $T_b \leq 270 \text{ K}$. In effect, when mixed-phase or ice clouds are present, the area of an individual $3 \times 3$ box at a given time is reduced for the purpose of the low cloud fraction calculation. When calculating the cloud fraction time series in the $3 \times 3$ or $10 \times 10 \text{ km}^2$ boxes, if more than 30% of the box was covered by mixed-phase or ice clouds for a given 30-min scene, then the whole box was counted as missing data and was dropped from the time series.

b. Evaluation of the cloud-identification method

The measurement of cloud fraction is highly sensitive to the instrument field of view (sensor pixel size at Earth’s surface) and the minimum sensitivity of the instrument (Wielicki and Parker 1992; Di Girolamo and Davies 1997; King et al. 2003; Jones et al. 2012). Cloud edges are observed to have fractal characteristics (Lovejoy and Schertzer 1990). Hence, as the field of view increases, individual pixels are more likely to be partially filled with cloud. Typical meteorological-satellite observations have native sensor resolutions that are between 250 m and 8 km. Algorithms to determine cloud fraction from satellite data use various assumptions to make choices about how to account for partially cloud-filled pixels (e.g., Minnis and Harrison 1984; Rossow et al. 1985; Ackerman et al. 1998; Platnick et al. 2003; Yang and Di Girolamo 2008; Pincus et al. 2012).

For a quantitative evaluation, we can compare our binary total cloud mask at $4 \text{ km} \times 4 \text{ km}$ spatial resolution with the fractional MODIS total cloud product at $5 \text{ km} \times 5 \text{ km}$ spatial resolution. We undertake our comparisons of areal and temporal cloud fraction with an expectation of larger differences between MODIS and merged-IR products during the day than during the night because the MODIS daytime product incorporates visible-band information that is available at 250-m nadir spatial resolution (Ackerman et al. 1998; Platnick et al. 2003). Comparisons between MODIS day and night cloud products and the Cloud–Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) cloud product over water show that MODIS detects about 2% less cloud at night than during the day between 60°S and 60°N (Holz et al. 2008; R. Frey 2014, personal communication).

We first determine a transfer standard to convert the individual MODIS $5 \text{ km} \times 5 \text{ km}$ fractional cloudiness values to binary cloud or no-cloud values using an iterative error-minimization approach. We used a criterion of smallest root-mean-square error between closest seasonal mean cloud fraction pixels computed from MODIS and our merged-IR products for the period from 2003 to 2010. We found that an individual MODIS pixel must be filled with clouds that cover 87% of its area (25 km$^2$) before our algorithm will likely identify the associated merged-IR pixel (16 km$^2$) as being cloudy. The transfer standard was designed to minimize the mean total error for all pixels and scenes and may not produce the right conversion for an individual pixel or scene. Use of the transfer standard sets the mean difference between the MODIS and merged-IR cloud fractions to zero but does not affect the relative distribution of the differences. In the following comparisons, we simplify the MODIS cloud fraction product as containing cloud (value of 1) if the cloud fraction for a single pixel is greater than or equal to 87% and as not containing cloud (value of 0) if the single pixel cloud fraction is less than 87%. The binary MODIS cloud classification is then aggregated in time and compared with a similar aggregation of merged-IR cloud masks. Throughout the text we will refer to the converted binary MODIS cloud product as the filtered MODIS cloud fraction.

An example of filtered MODIS cloud fractions in comparison with the 30-min merged-IR total cloud fractions for a 1-week period within a $3 \times 3$ box from each of the three regions is shown in Fig. 6. We examined all four MODIS overpasses (day and night) from the two satellites (AquA and Terra); the orbit swaths usually only intersected a given $3 \times 3$ box once per day for each satellite, however. The specific boxes and time periods selected are somewhat arbitrary—similar results are obtained for other times and areas. Our cloud-identification method yields an areal cloud fraction that is within 1%–2% of the filtered MODIS value at each overpass most of the time. In a handful of instances during this time frame, our product underestimates or overestimates areal cloud fraction by 10%–20%. Three different example scenes from the time series in the NE Pacific are shown in Fig. 7. Included are examples for which the merged-IR product relative to the filtered MODIS product is 10% too low, a close match, and 10% too high. The overestimation in the right column of Fig. 7 appears to be due to misclassified cloud pixels within the broken cloudiness region in the middle-right portion of the blue box. In the underestimation example in the left column of Fig. 7, it appears that the filtered MODIS cloud...
mask identifies too much cloud in the center of the blue box. This could be due to a failure of the 87% transfer standard when applied to coarser-resolution pixels along the outer edges of the MODIS swath (Maddux et al. 2010). Because the position of the cloud measurement within each swath through the domain is effectively random on the time scales that we examine, we do not make an effort to account for the differences between coarser- and finer-resolution pixels in the multiyear MODIS dataset.

We examine the distributions of differences in areal cloud fraction between the filtered MODIS product and the merged-IR product over the period 2003–10 for three 3° × 3° boxes from each of the stratocumulus regions in Fig. 8. The boxes for each region span from east to west along the latitude of highest regional cloud fraction and were chosen to probe for spatial bias in the cloud identification from the merged-IR data. About 5000 MODIS scenes were examined for each region. The differences were calculated for each individual overpass and then aggregated. Each of the difference probability distributions has a large mode centered at 0%, as expected from how the transfer standard was computed. The merged-IR areal cloud fractions are within ±10% of the filtered MODIS areal cloud fraction 65% of the time in the NE Pacific, 80% of the time in the SE Pacific, and 70% of the time in the SE Atlantic. As a reference point for comparison, the two MODIS-based cloud products generated by the MODIS Science Team and the MODIS Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) Science Team differ in their estimated globally averaged low-cloud amounts by a full 10% (Stubenrauch et al. 2013, their Fig. 1).

The difference distributions between the filtered MODIS and merged-IR products are slightly positively skewed in the NE Pacific and SE Atlantic, which means that the merged-IR product tends to slightly underestimate cloudiness in these regions. We marginally overestimate cloudiness in the SE Pacific where the distributions are negatively skewed. Within a given region, the difference distributions for each of the three boxes have the same shape and a large degree of overlap, and we thus conclude that there is no apparent regional east–west bias in the cloud-identification method.

We can illustrate the time of day at which the larger differences occur by separately computing the difference distributions for daytime and nighttime MODIS overpasses (Fig. 9). There is a slight tendency for the merged-IR product to underestimate cloud fraction during the day. This tendency is largest in the NE Pacific and SE Atlantic, where the tails of the difference distributions between +10% and +20% have higher frequencies than for the other distributions (Figs. 9a,e). In addition, Fig. 9 shows that the width of the difference distribution is larger during the daytime scenes, indicating slightly weaker agreement between the two products during the day than at night. The discrepancy between daytime and nighttime scenes is likely due to a combination of the use of 250-m (nadir) visible-spectrum data in daytime MODIS cloud fraction retrievals and the fact that the cloud deck is more broken during the day than at night (Turton and Nicholls 1987; Betts 1990; de Szoeke et al. 2012). The MODIS daytime cloud fraction retrieval is less subject to the influence of partially filled pixels than are the MODIS nighttime product or the merged-IR retrieval.

To test the sensitivity in low cloud fraction regions where partially filled pixels are more likely to occur, we can evaluate the frequency of differences between the filtered MODIS and merged-IR total areal cloud fractions conditioned on the filtered MODIS cloud fraction (Fig. 10). If our retrieval method is flawed in regions of broken cloud, then this weakness will show up as larger
differences between the two products in areas where the filtered MODIS cloud fraction is relatively low. For any given filtered MODIS areal cloud fraction, the frequency distribution of differences is tightly clustered around 0% (Fig. 10). The mean difference between the two products is within ±10% for any situation in which clouds are present. One exception is the merged-IR estimates of areal cloud fraction for filtered MODIS cloud fractions of less than 1% where the mean difference is larger than 10%. This scenario occurs less than 3% of the time in any of the subtropical marine stratocumulus regions. This information indicates that the merged-IR cloud fraction method performs well at nearly the full range of observed cloud fractions.

We compare the spatial patterns of temporal cloud fraction using maps of diurnal mean cloud fraction computed using only the merged-IR times that are closest to the four MODIS overpasses (Figs. 11 and 12). These maps show very similar spatial patterns and frequencies of cloud fraction between the merged-IR and filtered MODIS products at night (MODIS overpasses near 2230 and 0130 LT; Fig. 11). During the daytime (MODIS overpasses near 1030 and 1330 LT; Fig. 12), the spatial patterns are similar, but the merged-IR retrieval underestimates cloud fraction relative to filtered MODIS near the center of the cloud decks by up to 10%–15% in the NE Pacific and SE Atlantic (Figs. 12c,i). For the SE Pacific, the daytime maps have similar

![Figure 7](http://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/pdf/10.1175/JAMC-D-14-0178.1)
cloud fraction magnitudes near the center of the cloud deck (Fig. 12f). A similar comparison using the unfiltered MODIS cloud fraction values is given in Figs. S2 and S3 in the online supplemental material. The unfiltered MODIS data have a similar-amplitude diurnal cycle and also maintain the spatial structure evident in the filtered MODIS dataset (Figs. S4–S6 in the online supplement).

In Figs. S7–S9 of the online supplement we compare the filtered MODIS and merged-IR total cloud fraction for each season [June–August (JJA), September–November (SON), December–February (DJF), and March–May (MAM)] in all three regions. The merged-IR product is able to capture the amplitude in the seasonal variability of cloud fraction in each region as well as the significant changes to the geographic pattern of the cloud deck across the seasons. The difference distribution and map comparisons with filtered MODIS cloud fractions indicate that the merged-IR product performs best for the SE Pacific marine stratocumulus region and will tend to slightly underestimate daytime cloudiness in the SE Atlantic and NE Pacific. We will keep these limitations in mind in the interpretation of the analysis on the basis of the merged-IR cloud fraction product. Although the evaluations of our cloud masks demonstrate that our method for defining the ST is robust, there are likely instances in which our best-guess separation temperatures may be off by $\pm 1$ K. Biases of $\pm 1$ K can change the mean IR cloud fraction by up to
and the amplitude of the diurnal cycle by the same magnitude but do not substantially alter either the geographic locations or timing of diurnal or seasonal low-cloud variability (see the appendix).

Our analysis is based in part on separating results for the maximum and minimum cloudiness season in each region. We objectively defined the maximum and minimum cloudiness season for each 4 km $^3$ 4 km pixel location and then determined which season was predominant in an areal average of the 4 km $^3$ 4 km pixels over each study region (see Figs. S10–S12 in the supplemental material) using both the filtered MODIS and merged-IR cloud fractions.

Although our geographic study areas are not identical to those of Klein and Hartmann (1993), our maximum and minimum cloudiness seasons for the SE Pacific (SON and DJF) and the SE Atlantic (SON and MAM) match their findings. The seasonal cycle has smaller amplitude in the NE Pacific than in the SE Pacific or SE Atlantic. In addition, in the NE Pacific region there is a latitudinal variation of the season when minimum and maximum cloudiness occur. Klein and Hartmann (1993) used 5° $\times$ 5° data for their analysis and defined their NE Pacific region of interest as the box bounded by 20°–30°N and 120°–130°W (Klein and Hartmann 1993, their Table 1). They found the peak stratus cloudiness season in the NE Pacific to be JJA and the minimum season to be DJF. Our analysis uses 4 km $^3$ 4 km data and a region slightly to the south, from 15° to 27°N and from 117° to 138°W. For our region of interest in the NE Pacific, the peak season is MAM and the minimum season is SON. The differences in the peak and minimum seasons are primarily the result of the different regions examined (see Fig. S10 in the supplemental material). Since the amplitude of the seasonal cycle in the NE Pacific is weak, use of Klein and Hartmann’s (1993) JJA and DJF as the maximum and minimum cloudiness seasons for the NE Pacific does not significantly change our findings regarding differences between maximum and minimum season cloudiness characteristics.

4. Results

a. Areal patterns and the diurnal cycles of cloud fraction

We compare several facets of the subtropical marine stratocumulus diurnal cycle among seasons and geographic regions. The spatial patterns of mean cloud fraction across the diurnal cycle during the maximum cloudiness season for each of the three regions are shown in Figs. 13–15. The evolving cloud fields are best viewed as a movie loop (and are included as such in the online supplemental material) but are shown here as static images. At a few times of day there are data artifacts in the hourly mean plots that appear as subtle
vertical striping in both the SE Pacific and SE Atlantic (Figs. 14 and 15). These artifacts occur outside the regions used for the quantitative portion of our analysis (blue boxes in Fig. 3) and thus do not affect our results. The data artifacts are related to intermittent bad data in the 30-min IR Tb dataset that we were unable to filter without compromising large amounts of good data. The striping artifacts are most noticeable from 2300 to 0100 LT near 5°S and 80°–90°W in the SE Pacific (Fig. 14) and from 1100 to 1200 LT and from 2300 to 0200 LT near 10°–20°S and 10°W in the SE Atlantic (Fig. 15).

The overall temporal variability of the spatial patterns of cloudiness resembles pulsing—contracting toward the center of the cloud field during much of the day and

![Figure 13](http://example.com/image13.png)  
**Fig. 13.** Hourly mean merged-IR cloud fraction across the diurnal cycle during the maximum cloudiness season in the NE Pacific (MAM). The local solar time for each 1-h window is indicated at the top of the box. Data were aggregated from 2003 to 2010, and each 1-h period contains approximately 1500 scenes.

![Figure 14](http://example.com/image14.png)  
**Fig. 14.** As in Fig. 13, but for the SE Pacific (SON).
expanding away from the center overnight. We show only the patterns during the maximum cloudiness season in each region to remove one source of temporal variability, the seasonal cycle, from our analysis of diurnal variability. In general, patterns of cloud fraction variability during the minimum cloudiness season are less robust and are noisier. We attribute this behavior to the fact that the cloud deck behaves less like a classical stratocumulus-topped boundary layer during periods of weaker stability. For this reason, much of our analysis will focus only on the maximum cloudiness season within each region.

In all three regions, the mean low cloud fraction is maximized between 0500 and 0700 LT (approximately sunrise) and reaches a diurnal minimum between 1500 and 1700 LT (e.g., Turton and Nicholls 1987; Klein et al. 1995; Rozendaal et al. 1995; de Szoeke et al. 2012). After 1500–1700 LT, cloud fraction gradually increases back to its diurnal peak value just before sunrise. Regions of lower cloud fraction near the edge of the cloud deck have higher rates of change of cloud fraction, both during the day and night, than do regions of higher cloud fraction closer to the center of the cloud deck. As a result, the largest daily variations in cloud fraction in each region are along the edges of the cloud deck (Fig. 16). This result is consistent with Rozendaal et al. (1995, their Fig. 9), who showed that larger-amplitude diurnal cycles occur along the edges and in lower cloud fraction areas of the subtropical marine stratocumulus cloud decks. Painemal et al. (2015, their Fig. 10c) documented a similar pattern for the peak cloudiness season in the SE Atlantic. In the center of the cloud deck, the difference in the maximum and minimum hourly mean cloud fraction is less than 20%. In deeper boundary layers farther from the coast in the SE Pacific and SE Atlantic, cloud fractions can vary by as much as 40% across the diurnal cycle. Diurnal variations in cloudiness are the result of the superposition of fewer factors over the open ocean than near the coast. Clouds near the coast are also influenced by dynamic processes associated with diurnal heating of the land surface, prevailing winds interacting with coastal topography, and aerosol concentrations that are higher than in open-ocean areas (Garreaud and Muñoz 2004; Rahn and Garreaud 2010; Wood et al. 2009; Wyant et al. 2010).

While each region has its unique characteristics, the spatial patterns of diurnal variation in cloudiness are generally more similar between the SE Pacific and SE Atlantic than between the SE Pacific and the NE Pacific (Figs. 13–16). This provides some context for the results of Painemal et al. (2015), who documented differences between the diurnal cycle characteristics of marine stratocumulus in the SE Pacific and SE Atlantic. Our analysis indicates that the differences between the SE Pacific and SE Atlantic are smaller than the differences between the two Southern Hemisphere stratocumulus decks and the one in the NE Pacific. Although our analysis of the NE Pacific is hampered by issues that limit the region for which our simple low cloud mask works (see section 3), we observed one noticeable difference in the maps: the spatial gradient in cloud fraction is weaker and somewhat more diffuse near the center of

![Fig. 15. As in Fig. 13, but for the SE Atlantic (SON).](image-url)
the cloud deck in the NE Pacific than in the other two regions. In some cases, the largest-amplitude diurnal cycles can extend outside of our defined stratocumulus regions (Fig. 16). Rozendaal et al. (1995, their Figs. 9 and 10) showed that the largest-amplitude diurnal cycles in the NE Pacific occur closer to 20°N and 140°W, an area that is characterized as a stratocumulus-to-cumulus transition region [e.g., Sandu and Stevens (2011) and references therein] and is just west of our defined stratocumulus domain. Since we do not have enough information to fully characterize the environment, we cannot explain the differences entirely. In a follow-on paper we speculate that the smaller-amplitude diurnal cycle and smaller seasonal variability in the cloud fraction diurnal cycle in the NE Pacific are related to the closer proximity of and hence stronger multiday timescale influences from the extratropical storm track and the ITCZ, which act to disturb the environment (Burleyson and Yuter 2015).

Regional differences can be better quantified by examining the distributions of areal cloud fraction by time of day and for the maximum and minimum cloudiness seasons for each region (Fig. 17). Figure 17 was computed by aggregating areal cloud fraction over each 3° × 3° area (blue boxes in Fig. 3) in each scene over 2003–10. We filtered the mean values using a 3-h running mean filter to remove anomalous spikes in the distribution of cloud fraction due to intermittent and random anomalies in the dataset. The areal cloud fraction between subsequent 30-min scenes can be used to calculate a rate of change of cloud fraction across the diurnal cycle (Fig. 18).

During maximum cloudiness seasons, the amplitude of the diurnal variation in cloud fraction is similar among the regions and is approximately sinusoidal in time after accounting for the limit behavior near cloud fractions of 100% (Figs. 17a,c,e). During the maximum season, the SE Pacific and SE Atlantic have narrower distributions of cloud fraction and higher cloud fractions in the mean and the 10th and 90th percentiles than does the NE Pacific (Figs. 17a,c,e). The rate of cloud breakup maximizes at local solar noon and is strongly dependent on the downwelling solar radiative flux (Fig. 18 and section 4b).

The SE Atlantic exhibits the largest difference between maximum and minimum cloudiness seasons and has the lowest mean daytime cloud fractions during the minimum cloudiness season (Fig. 17f). During the minimum cloudiness season, the amplitude of the mean diurnal cloud fraction variation is largest in the SE Pacific, ~35% between 0600 and 1500 LT as compared with 19% in the NE Pacific and 23% in the SE Atlantic. This feature of the SE Pacific is consistent with the climatological description of Eastman and Warren (2014, their Fig. 7). Surprising is that the diurnal variability in the minimum cloudiness season in the SE Atlantic is not only weak but is less sinusoidal than that for the other regions and seasons (Fig. 17f). The SE Atlantic cloud fraction diurnal cycle appears to “flatten out” between 1200 and 1800 LT, inconsistent with solar forcing. Some additional forcing, perhaps aerosols or large-scale dynamics, is playing a role, but it is beyond the scope of this paper to investigate it further.

b. Conditional changes in cloud fraction

The effect of initial cloud fraction on subsequent changes to the cloud is illustrated in Figs. 19 and 20, which show the evolution of cloud fraction conditioned on cloud fraction at dawn or dusk for a 10° × 10° area (green boxes in Fig. 3) centered over each cloud deck. We focus on the regional-scale (i.e., 10° × 10°) cloudiness evolution because the dependency on initial cloud fraction is likely to be noisier and harder to detect on smaller scales at which any number of factors may influence cloud fraction on time scales approaching 12 h. Using a larger box also minimizes the impact of horizontal advection on our analysis. At typical cloud-level
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wind speeds of \( \sim 7 \text{ms}^{-1} \), clouds move approximately 300 km in 12 h. This advection distance is much smaller than the area that we are analyzing, and therefore our Eulerian analysis does not differentiate between cloud breakup in place and advection. We use data from all seasons in this analysis to capture a wider range of starting cloud fractions at dawn or dusk than would be available if we only utilize the maximum or minimum cloudiness season in each region.

During the day, there is a clear signal that regions with broken clouds at dawn have faster rates of cloud breakup between 0600 and 1200 LT than do regions in which the cloud deck is overcast when the sun comes up (slopes of the black lines in Fig. 19; see also Table 1).

**FIG. 17.** Data-density diagrams showing the frequency distributions of low cloud fraction across the diurnal cycle during the (left) maximum and (right) minimum cloudiness seasons in the (a), (b) NE Pacific, (c), (d) SE Pacific, and (e), (f) SE Atlantic. Cloud fractions are the total low cloud fraction in the \( 3^\circ \times 3^\circ \) boxes shown in blue in Fig. 3. Darker colors indicate more frequent occurrences. In all panels, the center black line indicates the hourly mean and the outer black lines indicate the 10th and 90th percentiles of the hourly distribution. The x axis is repeated twice for clarity, and the approximate times of sunrise and sunset are shown by the vertical gray lines. Data are smoothed using a 3-h running-mean filter to remove artifacts associated with intermittent gaps in the 30-min IR dataset.

**FIG. 18.** As in Fig. 17, but for the rate of change of low cloud fraction between subsequent 30-min scenes.
After 1200 LT, rates of cloud breakup are smaller. The rate of change of cloud fraction in the early morning hours is slower if the cloud fraction at dawn is greater than 95% than if the dawn cloud fraction is less than 95%. This pattern holds even if we separate the maximum and minimum cloudiness season in each region to account for differences in the magnitude of the downwelling solar flux in each season (Figs. S16–18 in the supplemental material). The rate of cloud breakup in the minimum cloudiness season is somewhat faster owing to an increase in the downwelling solar flux. Rates of change for a given starting cloud fraction condition and time are nearly all within 2% h$^{-1}$ among the regions (Table 1). For a given cloud condition at dawn, the NE Pacific has the slowest rates of cloud breakup during the day. The overall trend at night is for cloud fraction to increase except for the limit behavior of dusk cloud fractions <95%, which stay near 100% overnight (Fig. 20). Of the three regions, the NE Pacific has slightly more skewed distributions at 0300–0600 LT for dusk cloud fractions, indicating a slightly higher but still very low probability for cloud fraction to decrease at night in the NE Pacific relative to the other regions.

![Fig. 19](image_url) Distributions of cloud fraction (y axis) during the daylight hours conditioned on cloud fraction at dawn (0500–0600 LT) for each of the three marine stratocumulus regions. Distributions of mean cloud fractions are shown for 3-h time windows. Starting dawn cloud fractions are (left) greater than 95%, (center left) between 75% and 95%, (center right) between 50% and 75%, and (right) less than 50%. For each distribution, the filled circle shows the mean value and the open square shows the median value. Total sample size $N$ and sample fraction (%) are given in each panel. Data are shown for the (top) NE Pacific, (middle) SE Pacific, and (bottom) SE Atlantic. Cloud fractions for each region were calculated for every day from 2003 to 2010 in the 10° × 10° boxes delineated by green lines in Fig. 3.

![Fig. 20](image_url) As in Fig. 19, but for distributions of cloud fraction overnight conditioned on cloud fraction at dusk (1700–1800 LT).

| Table 1. Mean rate of change (% h$^{-1}$) of cloud fraction (labeled as CF) during the day (left three columns) and overnight (right three columns) conditioned on the cloud fraction at dawn and dusk in the NE Pacific (labeled as NEP), SE Pacific (labeled as SEP), and SE Atlantic (labeled as SEA). |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| 95% < CF at dawn < 100% |         |         |         |         |         |         |
| NEP             | −1.3           | −1.9           | −0.4           | −0.2           | −0.2           | −0.3           |
| SEP             | −1.6           | −2.9           | −1.0           | 0.0            | 0.1            | −0.2           |
| SEA             | −1.9           | −2.3           | −1.1           | −0.1           | −0.3           | 0.5            |
| 75% < CF at dawn < 95% |         |         |         |         |         |         |
| NEP             | −2.6           | −2.4           | 0.1            | 0.6            | −0.1           | 0.2            |
| SEP             | −2.9           | −3.5           | −0.9           | 1.1            | 0.7            | −0.1           |
| SEA             | −3.8           | −3.4           | −1.2           | 0.9            | 0.6            | 0.7            |
| 50% < CF at dawn < 75% |         |         |         |         |         |         |
| NEP             | −2.9           | −2.0           | 0.6            | 1.8            | 0.5            | 1.0            |
| SEP             | −3.8           | −3.6           | −0.6           | 3.1            | 2.2            | 0.4            |
| SEA             | −4.2           | −3.4           | −0.8           | 2.2            | 2.2            | 1.7            |
| CF at dawn < 50% |         |         |         |         |         |         |
| NEP             | −2.1           | −0.8           | 0.8            | 2.2            | 1.4            | 1.9            |
| SEP             | −3.4           | −2.4           | −0.1           | 4.3            | 4.5            | 1.5            |
| SEA             | −2.5           | −1.7           | −0.3           | 2.4            | 3.1            | 2.9            |
| 5% < CF at dusk < 50% |         |         |         |         |         |         |
| NEP             | −2.1           | −0.8           | 0.8            | 2.2            | 1.4            | 1.9            |
| SEP             | −3.4           | −2.4           | −0.1           | 4.3            | 4.5            | 1.5            |
| SEA             | −2.5           | −1.7           | −0.3           | 2.4            | 3.1            | 2.9            |

FIG. 19. Distributions of cloud fraction (y axis) during the daylight hours conditioned on cloud fraction at dawn (0500–0600 LT) for each of the three marine stratocumulus regions. Distributions of mean cloud fractions are shown for 3-h time windows. Starting dawn cloud fractions are (left) greater than 95%, (center left) between 75% and 95%, (center right) between 50% and 75%, and (right) less than 50%. For each distribution, the filled circle shows the mean value and the open square shows the median value. Total sample size $N$ and sample fraction (%) are given in each panel. Data are shown for the (top) NE Pacific, (middle) SE Pacific, and (bottom) SE Atlantic. Cloud fractions for each region were calculated for every day from 2003 to 2010 in the 10° × 10° boxes delineated by green lines in Fig. 3.
Stratocumulus cloud fraction has previously been shown to be dependent on boundary layer depth—deeper boundary layers are associated with lower mean cloud fractions as the cloud-topped boundary layer regime makes a transition from stratocumulus to trade cumulus (Bretherton and Wyant 1997; Wood and Hartmann 2006; Mechem et al. 2012). To what degree is the amplitude of the diurnal variation in cloud fraction controlled by boundary layer depth? We can investigate this question by using the seasonal mean SST as a proxy for boundary layer depth (Wood and Bretherton 2004; Leon et al. 2008; Zuidema et al. 2009; de Szoeke et al. 2012) and tabulating cloud fraction properties from the center of the cloud deck outward away from the coast (Fig. 21). As expected, the mean cloud fraction decreases as SST increases (boundary layer depth increases). The mean cloud fraction decreases about 10% for each 1°C of SST change for all three regions (Fig. 21). The amplitude of the diurnal cycle also generally increases with increasing SST and decreasing mean cloud fraction. This effect is most prominent in the SE Pacific, which has the lowest SST values. Painemal et al. (2013, their Fig. 9) showed that a remote region in the SE Pacific characterized by deeper boundary layers and warmer SSTs will break up earlier in the day than will a shallower and cooler SST region close to the coast. The disparity in the cloud fraction characteristics among regions for a given SST indicates that boundary layer depth plays a large role; other environmental factors (e.g., stability, precipitation, aerosols, and proximity to synoptic waves) are sufficiently different in expression in these regions to yield varying contributions to modulating cloudiness, however.

To examine the relationships between radiative fluxes and cloud fraction, we can use the data collected under the stratocumulus cloud deck in the SE Pacific by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) research ship Ronald H. Brown during the Variability of the American Monsoon Systems’ (VAMOS) Ocean–Cloud–Atmosphere–Land Study Regional Experiment (VOCALS-REx) field campaign (de Szoeke et al. 2010; Wood et al. 2011a; Burleyson et al. 2013). VOCALS-REx took place in October and November of 2008. We used ship data across the 20°S transect and confined the analysis to use only data south of 18°S to ensure that the sampling was in the stratocumulus region. Downwelling SW and longwave (LW) radiative fluxes were measured at the surface. We use the merged-IR low cloud masks to calculate cloud fraction in a 1° × 1° box centered on the ship. Comparison of the diurnal cycles of cloud fraction and radiative fluxes reveals a clear relationship between net radiative flux (SW heating + LW cooling) and cloud fraction (Fig. 22). Cloud fraction starts to decrease at dawn (~0600 LT). The rate of change of cloud fraction accelerates after ~0900 LT when SW fluxes begin to exceed LW fluxes. Rates peak near 1200 LT (Fig. 18). The cloud fraction daily minimum corresponds to the time in the afternoon (~1600 LT) at which SW fluxes start to fall below LW fluxes. By 1700 LT, although the sun is still up, cloud fraction begins to increase.

5. Conclusions

Patterns of cloud fraction variability across the diurnal cycle in each of the three main subtropical marine stratocumulus regions are documented using high-temporal-resolution cloud masks that are based on 30-min 4 km × 4 km geosynchronous IR data for 2003–10. Our focus is on understanding the relative variability in cloud fraction over the diurnal cycle rather than in obtaining the most accurate quantitative estimate at any given time. For this purpose, our simple monospectral
IR-based method is well suited because the inputs and quality of the retrieval do not vary diurnally. Here, we list the key results from our analysis:

1) The largest diurnal cycles and earliest time of cloud breakup occur on the edges of the cloud field where cloud fractions are generally lower (e.g., Rozendaal et al. 1995; Painemal et al. 2013, 2015). During the maximum cloudiness season in the SE Pacific and SE Atlantic, the amplitude of the diurnal cycle on the edges of the cloud deck was greater than 40%, more than double the value found in the center of each cloud deck. These features provide further evidence of a positive feedback through which regions of low cloud fraction create conditions more favorable for cloud breakup.

2) The diurnal cycle of low cloud fraction within a given region unfolds in a very regular manner. Total low cloud fraction begins to decrease shortly after sunrise and continues to decrease until ~1500–1600 LT. The maximum rate at which the cloud deck breaks up occurs just before or at 1200 LT (when the SW flux is maximized), after which the cloud deck continues to break up but at a slower pace. After sunset, the rate at which cloud fraction increases in time is approximately constant.

3) The amplitude of the diurnal cycle generally increases with increasing SST (i.e., boundary layer depth) and decreasing mean cloud fraction.

4) The diurnal cycle characteristics of the Southern Hemisphere (SE Pacific and SE Atlantic) marine stratocumulus cloud decks are more similar to each other than to those in the NE Pacific. The NE Pacific stratocumulus region has weaker diurnal and seasonal variations, slower rates of cloud breakup during the day for a given cloud fraction at dawn, and a larger probability for the cloud deck to break up overnight. This result is consistent with the climatological description of Eastman and Warren (2014, their Fig. 7), which showed that stratocumuli in the two Southern Hemisphere subtropical marine stratocumulus decks have a larger-amplitude diurnal cycle when compared with behavior in the NE Pacific. These characteristics indicate that caution needs to be exercised when using NE Pacific cloud properties and modulation as close analogs for those in the SE Pacific and SE Atlantic.

The observation that lower starting cloud fractions decrease faster during the day than do cloud fractions that start near 100% is not surprising because the feedbacks are relatively well understood (e.g., Rozendaal et al. 1995). The entrainment of dry air from above the inversion erodes marine stratocumulus clouds, and the maintenance of the clouds is dependent on the supply of moisture from the ocean surface. Processes that are crucial to supplying moisture to the cloud deck—boundary layer turbulent mixing (Burleyson et al. 2013, their Fig. 2) and coupling between the surface and the cloud deck (de Szoeke et al. 2012, their Fig. 9)—are closely tied to the diurnal cycle of insolation. The diurnal variability in boundary layer turbulent mixing is driven by variations in the net cloud-top radiative flux divergence [LW cooling + SW heating; Nicholls (1984); Betts (1990); Caldwell et al. (2005); Bretherton et al. (2010)]. It takes very little solar heating to offset LW cooling and induce decoupling in the subcloud layer (Duynkerke 1989). Variations in LW cooling can come from changes in cloud fraction, cloud thickness, or cloud-top height. Daytime cloud breakup is a positive feedback because less cloud cover further weakens boundary layer turbulent mixing. The rates at which the cloud breaks up and reforms during the day highlight the importance of radiative and thermodynamic processes that are phase locked to SW fluxes (Figs. 18 and 22).

The sun acts through cloud radiative and moisture transport processes as the primary driver of cloud fraction variability in subtropical marine stratocumulus clouds. The interrelationship between SW fluxes and cloud fraction is so robust that daytime minimum cloud fraction in marine stratocumulus can be estimated from dawn (maximum) cloud fraction (Fig. 19, Table 1). The observed 20%–40% diurnal variation in cloudiness is much larger than variations associated with cloud–aerosol–drizzle interactions (vanZanten and Stevens 2005; Comstock et al. 2005; Wood and Hartmann 2006).

Our findings suggest that the difficulties in reproducing the phase and magnitude of the diurnal cycle of cloudiness in subtropical marine stratocumulus regions using current global climate models (e.g., Abel et al. 2010; Wyant et al. 2010, 2015; Medeiros et al. 2012) may be in large part related to errors in representing boundary layer height and cloud depth. Without correct cloud-top height and thickness as input, the interactions among cloud, radiation, and boundary layer turbulent mixing will yield erroneous results.
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APPENDIX

Sensitivity to the Selection of the Separation Temperature

Our main findings are largely insensitive to small errors in the selection of the IR separation temperature between cloudy and cloud-free pixels. Figures A1 and A2 show the maximum season mean cloud fraction (Fig. A1) and diurnal-cycle amplitude (Fig. A2) calculated using our best-guess ST value (section 3), an ST that is permanently biased by $+1\,K$ (ST + 1 K), and an ST that is permanently biased by $-1\,K$ (ST – 1 K). By definition, having a permanent cold bias in the ST will lower the mean cloud fraction everywhere and having a permanent warm bias will increase the mean cloud fraction everywhere. This sensitivity test is a worst-case scenario because our ST values may be occasionally biased but we have no reason to believe that they would be biased consistently in one direction. Small ($\pm 1\,K$) biases in the ST do not change the definitions of the maximum and minimum cloudiness season in each region (section 3b).

The overall spatial patterns of mean cloud fraction among the best-guess ST and with the $\pm 1\,K$ perturbations are similar in each region (Fig. A1). The magnitude of the cloud fraction change within the domain was always $<10\%$ and was most often $<5\%$. In all three regions, a bias of $-1\,K$ leads to slightly larger-amplitude diurnal cycles whereas a $+1\,K$ bias reduces the amplitude of the diurnal cycle, particularly in the center of each cloud deck (Fig. A2). During the maximum cloudiness seasons, nocturnal cloud fraction often reaches 100%. This situation, combined with higher cloud fractions during the day, will artificially reduce the amplitude of the diurnal cycle. The magnitude of these differences varies among regions but is typically $<5\%$. For ST + 1 K and ST – 1 K, the largest-amplitude diurnal cycles still occur on the edge of the cloud deck in each region. The amplitude of the diurnal cycle is still the smallest in the NE Pacific, and the two Southern Hemisphere cloud decks are more similar to each other than to the NE Pacific. Hence, our conclusions (in particular conclusions 1, 3, and 4) are not overly sensitive to small errors in the identification of the ST in any of the three regions.

**FIG. A1.** Mean cloud fraction during the maximum cloudiness season found using (center) our best guess at the ST, (left) an ST that was permanently biased to be 1 K too cold, and (right) an ST that was permanently biased to be 1 K too warm. Data are shown for the (a)–(c) NE Pacific (MAM), (d)–(f) SE Pacific (SON), and (g)–(i) SE Atlantic (SON).

**FIG. A2.** As in Fig. A1, but for amplitude of the diurnal cycle of cloud fraction.
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